Title of the Workshop
Offered by

Hybrid Fractal Hub: Famagusta Pavilion (HFH)

Assist. Prof. Dr. Ehsan REZA

Photograph of the
workshop organizer/s
(for the booklet)

Biography of workshop
organizer/s
(max 100words)

Brief Explanation
(aims and expected outcome)
(max100 words)

Was born in Tehran/Iran on 1982. He is currently an Assistant Professor of
Architecture at Final International University in Faculty of Architecture. He
has a MS in Architecture Program and Ph.D. in Architectural Design
Theory. His specific areas of expertise are architectural design,
environmental design, vernacular architecture, housing in general and IT in
architecture and design, Fractal theory and geometry, cellular automation,
algorithm design and building construction techniques studies in advanced.
He has publications in vernacular architecture and IT in architecture studies
at international levels.
“Fractals are entities that display self-similarity in their geometry such that
any portion of the system is a replica of the whole as seen at a larger scale.“
A sense of diffusion as the most significant characteristic of “HUB”
terminology will be represent by the help of fractal theory as a transitional
space, in HFH workshop.
Mentioned theories will be applied by designing and constructing a pavilion
in the courtyard of the campus.
Self-proliferation of similar prefabricated wooden pallets is going to
practice and representing the prefabrication construction systems.
Fractal pavilion is going to construct with wooden panel and there is a
possibility of transferring the pavilion to the old city of Famagusta after
workshop.

Duration

Three days

(Possible timing is expected to
be stated clearly on the four
day program)

Four days

x

Language

English

English

English +
Turkish
Do you prefer EMU

Yes

Address: Famagusta, North Cyprus, via Mersin -10 Turkey
E-mail: smujdem@gmail.com / banu.tevfikler@gmail.com
Tel: (+90) 392 630 1346 Fax: (+90) 392 630 2365
Mobile: (+90) 548 857 0690 (+90) 533 868 0647

professor
collaboration?

(If yes, how
many?)
No

Participant students

30

(Min.20)

Place of Workshop

Place

Outdoor

Indoor

(open air, on the grass, studio,
etc.)

Campus

3 day - Courtyard

1 day – studio

Spatial requirement,
equipment’s, materials,
any other technical
specification

Wooden pallet 200
Electrical Screw driver
Screw 400 (length according to the thickness of the pallets)
Safety gloves 25
Gypsum Powder 200 gr
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